Daily Assignment

Announcement:
This Thursday, Sept. 30, we will NOT watch a movie. (instead in class Fr, Oct. 1)

due: Wednesday September 29, 2pm

read: Great Physicists: Maxwell (pages 154 – 175)

1. Project II Write your paper of project II (see daily assign. Sept. 22 and Hand-Out on our webpage). Since you work on different scientists, the contents of your papers will vary greatly. You should aim for presenting a complete picture of your scientist, which means that you will have to describe both their life and their work. Work with your group partner: Write the sections you decided to work on, then get together with your group partner to give each other peer review and then work on fitting your sections well together so that you end up with one single paper, i.e. work on the flow of your paper as a whole.

On Wednesday you should bring to class a hardcopy of your project II paper. You will then use this first draft for peer review with another group. (This peer review will happen mostly outside of class.)

2. Maxwell

Since you will be busy with your project II paper, there is no entry on our webpage due about the reading on Maxwell. Instead take careful notes while you do the reading on Maxwell and bring your notes with you for our in-class discussion on Wednesday.

3. Do you have any specific topics and/or observations about Maxwell which you would like to discuss in class on Wednesday? What of this assignment was most interesting and/or most difficult?